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Abstract: Many happenings take place in the today's world day by day and we do not notice 
what happens around us many times. The humanity's development quickened, all on a 
technical and economic level, and beside these the consumption claims and the population 
of Earth has increased equally. All peapole has bigger needs like everything would be need 
less time than we could fulfil our growing desires. The world's states continually will be more 
extreme opposite each other in social, economic, or demographic situation thet pull the 
nation of people’s living conditions apart than stay together 
How can the good existence be reached? First of all, every member of society should creates 
value, something new constructing, like technical one, engineering one, economic one, or 
educational one, that made to fit his profit for even the individual and the surrounding of that 
make the future better. Secondly creating an optimal living standard, when everything given 
to the basis living need, as Abraham Maslow defined it, also a big step for the good existence. 
Not in a last row, I think the state's task to maintain and to ensure the circumstances for the 
citizens, that makes the final calmness and carefree position of their opportunity of succesful 
path of life. The people has the right of being free and reach the goal of happiness on its’ 
own way. In Hungary the state's duty to support his citizens in financial way too. The pension 
system is connected to this case also. Hungary has a Pay as you Go system, also kown as 
PAYG system, where from tax contribution of the active employees are distributed monthy to 
the not capable persons, pensioners, and not in a last row the unemployed workers. The state 
also supports self-catering solutions, that everything natural or legal member of the society 
could use from innate right, in that case of barely visible and unsteady sustainability of 
pension sytem in the future. 
The topic of our future is coming into the foreground rather continually since the pension 
situation puts on critical perspectives currently in Hungary. The society's ageing in a totally 
usual process, and at the same time, the economic and social problem equally. The younger 
generations has more time to be prepared, opposite the elderly who stading before pension. 
Above all the question arises rather at it the carefree pensioner regarding the financing of 
years, that how a sum up an optimal amount of money in a caring form, whereby easier to 
do against the continuously postponing the quality of calm years after retirement age. 
In the this publication, the Hungarian retirement plans are presented and single researches 
will show, that the society is not ready for avoiding the pension catastrophe, showing my 
research from the last years..In the first step the history snd development of the hungarian 
pension system will be presented. 
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1 History of the Hungarian Pension System 

1.1 Defition of pension 

The pension a continuous or partial money supportĽ that based on the conditions ő 
the measures in a ̌iven ǎeĽ and the sű̋ered bǐ̌er health impairment attained 
concerniň an employment with particular time assuredĽ and their decease their 
̌rantees included. The rǐhts achieved with the payment ő contributionĽ with the 
conditions developed in the measure providiň to a pension ő the rǐht ő truth. 
Because ő the earniňs serviň as the basis ő the pension contributionĽ incomes 
and sums ̌oiň a̋ter the ̋ul̋ilment ő prescribed leňth ő service received with 
suitable payment ő contributionĽ where the social security pension scheme on an 
own rǐht a̋ter their relatives received retirement allowances. Accordiň to the 
older stories be̋ore the pension schemes the pension the socially ̋rom the poorĽ 
person in needsĽ reported takiň care ő wartime widowsĽ but de̋ined it likewise the 
laws ő the poorĽ concerniň the mutual aid social ̌roupiňs.1 

1.2 Eras of the Hungarian pension system 

The social security in HuňaryĽ which is part ő the ̋ ormation ő the pension scheme 
started the běinniň ő the β0th century. Our homeland introduced the social 
security as the thirdĽ while the pension scheme much later. Due to the townish 
risiňsĽ the Bethlen ̌overnment made that decision because ő the consequence ő 
the lost warĽ that made the state ropemaker onto the takiň a role ő the nation social 
assistanceĽ while ő this the superannuation act was started in 1řβř. The li̋etime 
which can be de̋ined at the time ő the birth between 1ř00 and 1ř70 ̋rom γ7 years 
̌rew to 6ř years in Huňary. Un̋ortunately the mortality is deterioratiň minimally 
since then. A person at the middleľǎed men; and the women li̋etime increased 
hardly. So the averǎe li̋e expectancy it latest in three decades under 70 years been 
̋ixedĽ and the maleĽ and the di̋̋erence between the ̋emale li̋etime increased. The 
number ő the births con̋ormed to the decreasiň decease rather continually in the 
̋irst hal̋ ő the β0th centuryĽ but to say tall was le̋t over. Until the 1řŐő yearsĽ our 
homelandĽ the converted capitalĽ soľcalled li̋e annuity system was introduced by 
way ő which pensions were covered and the ̋ lowed money into the pension insurerĽ 
that handled it on sums and invested it in real estatesĽ which have leased to the 
people. It may have received the supplyĽ the prescribed 1ő year waitiň times 
expired beiň due who attained the 6ő. year. The ̋actĽ that at most people would 
have ensued a̋ter the end ő a world war II:Ľ which broǔht the pension system into 
a catastrophic state otherwise. Three capital tribes ̋ormed the retirement pension: 

                                                           
1  AndrasicsľŻézerĽ Vedd kezedbe a jöv dĽ avǎy a mǎyar nyǔdíjrendszer alakulásaĽ 
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the tribe allowanceĽ tribe surrǒateĽ cumulative allowance. Żinal part the mentioned 
system leaniň in can be attributed ̋or the II: world war and due the Sztójay 
̌overnment’s (1řŐŐ) actions made the sustainability ő the system more di̋̋icult. 
The retirement ǎe was reduced to 60. yearĽ multiplied by ̋our the basic amount ő 
the pensionsĽ and they made use ő the soldiery armiň the reserves. 

All Huňarian pension ̋unds went bankrupt ̋ollowiň the World War II.Ľ the 
hyperin̋lation and the real estates ̌iven out understands as a result ő harms. Ő0 ő 
the percentǎe ő a national property were destroyed in the then one accordiň to 
estimates was lost. It was introduced around 1řő0 ̋or the ones liviň on the wǎes 
and payments as the PAYż. “Pay as you ̌o” systemĽ that di̋̋erently rǐht collector 
systemĽ which ̋lowed in ̋rom the taxes' monthly pension allowancesĽ the compiliň 
ő sumsĽ meant uni̋orm distribution to the pensioners then. The new system ̋ell on 
more tuniňĽ re̋inement until 1řőβ ̋rom 1řŐő accrossĽ the population a̋̋ected his 
hal̋ initially on the dawn ő the system soĽ but next the entitlementĽ they extended 
it concerniňĽ rather the circle ő the pension allowances continually. This number 
onto 1ř7ő accomplished the 100 percentǎeĽ because ő the e̋̋ects ő the decrees 
emitted under the years. It was extended over the circle ő the allowance ones 
likewise. Onto 1ř7ő the system worked close to 100 percentǎe ő propotion. It 
concerned the complex oldľǎe oneĽ and relatives and disability one manǎed 
pension allowance. The pension system běat more tenseness ̌radually in the 
course ő the 1ř70 years the ̌rowiň earniňsĽ concerned as a result ő prices. The 
pensions increased it irrěularly and drasticallyĽ the smallest pensions kept pace 
with the chaňe ő the wǎes and prices because ő thisĽ while the medium one and 
the bǐ̌er pensions ̋ell behind rather continually under this.β 

The capitalism received a role instead ő the socialism a̋ter the political 
trans̋ormation. The social re̋ǔeĽ which can be identi̋ied as the relatively luxurious 
oneĽ built up in the earlier socialism thet was not maintainable alreadyĽ a̋ter the 
streňtheniň in̋lation on the běinniň ő the 1řř0 years turned into number ő 
two dǐitsĽ due to the money deteriorated as the pension equally. It more necessary 
chaňes happened in the pension scheme on the ̋ront ő ř0 years..γ 

                                                           
β  AndrasicsľŻézerĽ Vedd kezedbe a jöv d! β01ő 

γ  Aǔusztinovics ľżál–Matits–Máté–Simonovits–StahlĽ β00β 
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2 Pension System in nowdays 

2.1 About the Hungarian pension system 

Presently the Huňarian Pension system contains two pillars. One is the main State 
Pension and the other one is the Voluntary Sel̋ľprovision pillar. There is existiňa 
a third pillarĽ which has no loňer use ̋or the systemĽ what was devoted to the 
instalment ő public debt in the year ő β011. It was an oblǐatory system containǐ 
statement rǐhts and a̋ter all it’s lařest part was taken away. 

źvery citizen who has reached the Ő0th own ǎe ő retirementĽ and has worked ̋or 
the required years by the law that subject to state pension. When calculatiň the 
pensionĽ the sum ő ̋ormerly paid commissions is taken into accountĽ yet the 
̋ormula based on which the calculation is made and de̋ined by the law and 
connected to alteration based on the national buďetĽ as seen be̋ore. That is why we 
do not really know about the amount ő our pension received ̋rom the state. The 
retirement ǎe chaňes were announced in β00Ř there̋ore ̋or those who were born 
in 1řő1 or earlier the retirement ǎe is 6β yearsĽ and since β010 ̋or those who were 
born in 1řőβ or later the retirement ǎe increased to 6ő by β0ββ ̋or males and 
̋emaley. In order to quali̋y ̋or a minimum pension ̋rom the ̋irst pillarĽ 
bene̋iciaries must have a contribution history ő at least β0 years; and ̋or a partial 
pension without a minimum is paid a̋ter 1ő contribution years.  

The earniňsľrelated public pension system is a mandatory de̋ined bene̋it system 
where theearniňsľrelated pension is calculated as γγ% ő averǎe earniňs ̋or the 
̋irst ten years ő coverǎe ̋rom the year ő 1řŘŘ. A̋ter each additional year ő 
coverǎe adds β% ̋rom year 11 to βőĽ then 1% ̋rom year β6 to γ6Ľ and in last row 
1.ő% ̋rom year γ7 to year Ő0 and β%. The earniňs based on net salary. Żrom β01β 
pension bene̋its are modi̋ied ̋or the consumer prices indexĽ so nowdays there is a 
minimum amount ő pensionĽ which is worth HUŻ βŘ ő00 per month. The 
̌overnment has started něosiations ő the increasiňĽ but it has remained 
unchaňed since β00ř. A̋ter all the extra income beyond the state pension can be 
manǎed ̋rom private saviňsĽ that includes the voluntary pension system and their 
̋uture value can be predicted much more accurately than that ő the state pensionsĽ 
plus the state supports the private saviňs. 

2.2 Problems of the system 

There are many problem that comes ̋rom each otherĽ which will cause the 
sustainability ő the PAY aň żO system in Huňary. In the ̋irst hand there is the 
ǎiň society Onto β0ő0 the 6őth years people will ̋illed it may be amounted to the 
population one third 
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Żǐure 1. 

Ǎeľtree ő the population in β0ő0 

Secondly the chaňiň ő active employees' and pensioners' proportion may be 
reversed later with γ0ľŐ0 yearsĽ that β pensioners may manǎe to ̌et onto 1 active 
employeeĽ due to by the ǎiň problem. Decreasiň population also a bǐ di̋̋iculty. 
Today in Huňary there are liviň the number ő ř 77Ř β11 peopleĽ while onto β060 
the population chaňes into 7 řββ βŘřĽ accordiň to the ̋orecasts and reasearches. 
A̋ter all the Black and ̌rey trade's incidence that contatins the number ő not 
announced employees without pension contribution and the employees announced 
on a minimum wǎe with a minimal pension contribution. Althoǔh the proportion 
ő checked companies increased by some 70 percentǎes between β01β and β01Ő. 
A hidden economy shows a tendency decreasiň ̌raduallyĽ which the żDP isĽ ββ–
βő %ľ amounted to between β00γ and β01ő. 

2.3 The Hungary population's saving habits 

The Huňarian population's bǐ̌er part think in investments ő shortľ and middle 
distanceĽ that time is ̋rom γľ6 months until Őľő years. PresentlyĽ investiň amount 
ő money is not a problemĽ because it can be done by only couple ő mouse clicks 
at homeĽ and there is no need to ̌o to the bank or contact with a broker to invest. 
There is not need nowadays with a bǐ property to invest our saved moneyĽ because 
the bǐ part ő the investment ̋unds there are no minimal limitsĽ so it can be even 
achievable some 10 000 HUŻ. Żor investiň a siňle amount ő money or 
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continuous saviňĽ the necessary and rudimentary knowleďes easily can be 
acquiredĽ but it is worthy to choose ̋rom the products cautiously. It is not absolutely 
rǐhtĽ that an investment is risky. The measure ő the hazard and the prőit ő 
investment ̋orm is also variable. The invested money is heavy to loseĽ because in 
̌enerality can be relatedĽ that a taller yield is accompanied by a bǐ̌er riskĽ but at 
the same time the capital ̌uaranteedĽ or a capital saved in case ő the choice ő a 
product. The liquidity characteristic many times is accompanied at this timeĽ why 
number ̋orm ő saviň are existsĽ which we may ̌et any time.With exterior 
̋inancial adviser the operation can be developed by consistiň ő more saviň 
products adjustiň to personal aims thoǔh. It emeřes ̋rom OTP Bank's β01Ő/1ő 
saviň researchĽ that 6ő percentǎe ő the huňarian people comes to terms with the 
lower yield accordiň to his own acknowleďementĽ althoǔh let that investment 
enjoy capital protection on the other hand. At the same time the γγ percentǎe would 
be williň to risk the minimal part ő his capital in the hope ő the taller yield 
alreadyĽ while simply β percentǎe declared that he would risk the ̋ull capital. It is 
possible to experience ̌radual restructuriň in the past years consideriň the 
households' liquid reserve based on deposit type investments and devices into the 
direction ő the investment ̋ unds and the state papers. The proportion ő the deposits 
decreased while that ő the investment ̋unds and that ő the state papers ̌rew. 
Althoǔh smaller part ő the saversĽ but increasiňly more people are enquiriň 
already and they invest the absolute yield typeĽ the mixed oneĽ concerned into the 
bases ő basesĽ or primarily into immovable investment type. The interest 
environment decreasiň continuously ̋urthered the restructuriň process in the past 
periods. 

Research between OźCD countries represents it as one ő his resultsĽ that the 
Huňarians averǎely onto 1Ř0 billion HUŻ Christmas and New YearĽ onto 1ő0 
billion HUŻ ő ̌ambleĽ and only the country altǒether ββ0 billion HUŻ are spent 
on sel̋ľcateriňĽ which it exempli̋iesĽ in proportion oneĽ that more than Ř7 
percentǎe any kind ő loňerľterm provision at their disposal ̋or respondents 
currently. 
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Żǐure β. 

 Approaches to retirement saviň in Huňary as ő β016 

This statistic shows the approaches to retirement saviň in Huňary as ő β016. A 
total ő γő percent ő the respondents said that they were not saviň ̋or their 
retirementĽ but they intend to do this in the ̋uture. A ̋urther βő percent claimed that 
they were always makiň sure to be ̌eneratiň retirement income. 

2.4 Retirement plan in Hungary4 

Most Huňarians plan to work on a̋ter retirement ǎe. Nearly ̋ourľ̋i̋ths ő the 
Huňarian population do not have any saviňs ̋ or pension purposesĽ whilst as many 
ő them anticipate a worse or a lot worse standard ő liviň than duriň their active 
career. StillĽ there are some sǐns ő awareness ő the need ̋or improvement. 
Althoǔh Huňarian society is becomiň more aware ő the ̋act that the state 
pension would not provide them with enoǔh resources a̋ter retirementĽ still only 
ββ% ő people have saviňs speci̋ically intended to bee̋ up their pension pot. 
Pessimism is clearly widespreadĽ as 6ř% ő respondents in β016 said they would 
expect to work duriň their ̌rey years. That ratio was just 61% in β01ő. The overall 
picture ő the postľretirement ̋inancial situation looks just as ̌loomyĽ with γŐ% 
projectiň a positive scenario and some twoľthirds expectiň the entire state pension 
scheme to collapse. 

                                                           
Ő  By Levente HörömpöliľTóth http://bbj.hu/analysis/mostľhuňariansľplanľtoľworkľonľ

a̋terľretirementľǎe_1β761Ő 
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“Three kinds ő attitude can be detected in Huňary when it comes to the pension 
issueĽ” said Péter KurucĽ executive ő li̋e insurance and own sales channels at K&H 
Insurenc company. “Some simply deny the problem as some distant thiň not to be 
worried about. Others take it ̋or ̌ranted that they would have to continue workiň 
duriň retirementĽ whereas there are also many out there who plan to coǔh up the 
extra money ̋rom their own revenues.” A reasonable chunkĽ some γŐ% ő those 
surveyedĽ simply shrǔ ő̋ the issue on the basis ő the ̋act that they wouldn’t live 
loň enoǔh in the ̋irst place to worry about pensions.It is true that people are 
concerned that the retirement ǎe would ̌o up sǐni̋icantly which is a realistic 
scenario ̋or the ̌overnment. Ǎe brackets do have an impact on how one is ready 
tackle the issue. Those delayiň startiň pension saviňs are ̌ettiň ̋ewer in 
numberĽ proportionally. The ̌eneration underľγ0 can pride itsel̋ on the most solid 
awareness; more than hal̋ ő them are already members ő a private scheme. The 
pension insurances is ̌ainiň in popularityĽ which is ̌reat news ̋or the industryĽ 
and these relatively youň product is an ideal solution to provide the extra revenues 
needed to complement pensions. 

In Huňary diverse sel̋ľcateriň ̋orms available. They are between them more 
di̋̋icultly calculableĽ they are at the same time liquidĽ and sa̋eĽ saviňs reachiň a 
tall yield are concerned. The versions beiň used ̋or his pension supplement can 
be: 

 State saviňsĽ primarily currently the voluntary pension ̋unds 

 Saviňs ő tax advantǎe can be taken by ̋inancial institutions 
(Bank or Insurance company)  

 Sel̋ľcateriň ̋rom real estates 

 Companies' dividendĽ passive incomes 

In β01ŐĽ ̋rom 1st ő January an order was stepped into e̋̋ect by tha Huňarian 
National BankĽ that makes a tax andvantǎe to peopleĽ who doiň sel̋ľcateriň ̋or 
the pension. β0 percentǎe ő  tax re̋und can be claimed annuallyĽ that could be 
1γ0 000 HUŻ maximum only with 6ő0 000 HUŻ investment to private saviňsĽ 
which are ̋rom Żinancial institutions as mentioned be̋ore. By these e̋̋ects the need 
ő the ̋inancial products are increased up to 1Ő% ő respondents now claim to have 
pension insurance up ̋rom 10% since β01ő. As little as HUŻ 1őĽ000 per month 
would add up to a capital ő HUŻ Ř million in βő years i̋ tax incentives are duly 
taken advantǎe ő. ő 

Here is a statistic below ő distribution ő źuropean adult population with or without 
retirement plan as ő β016. 

                                                           
ő  Andrasics Ľ Vedd kezedbe a jöv dĽ ismered a měoldást? β016 
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Żǐure γ. 

Distribution ő źuropean adult population with or without retirement plan as ő β016 

This statistic presents the sel̋ľassessed type ő retirement plan or outlook accordiň 
to the adult population ő selected źuropean countries as ő β016. Amoň Spanish 
saversĽ approximately β0 percent indicated that they have a written retirement plan. 
This showed a stark contrast in comparison to Huňary and Poland where only six 
percent and ̋our percent ő the sample respectively indicated haviň such a plan. 

3 Measures of previous research 

With introduciň the reasearch: the secondary research contains literature Ľsiňle 
sources and other researches. The primary summaries ̌enerated into tables and 
̌raphs by SPSS and żoǒleľsummaries. źlement number was 1őř headsĽ and done 
descriptor statistics did not show a de̋iciency. Żrom 1őř respondents only 1 capital 
one under 1Ř years. The comparison ő results based on an ǎeĽ sexĽ an oldľǎe 
dependentĽ incomes . There was measure ő a LIKźRTľScale which shows us the 
next results ő liviň satis̋action. Averǎe satis̋action based on the present liviň 
standard accordiň to the sample Ő out ő 6 on a satis̋action level can be ̋ ound (ŐĽ07 
value) Averǎe satis̋action the 10 years ̌oiň by compared to the present one 
accordiň to the sample: ő out ő 6 10 chaňe into a satis̋action level a̋ter a year 
(ŐĽŘř value) Averǎe satis̋action the β0 years ̌oiň by compared to the present one 
accordiň to the sample: ő out ő 6 a̋ter β0 years chaňe into a satis̋action level 
(ŐĽřŘ value) Żor the Ř7 percentǎe ő the respondents' monthly incomes price would 
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be their need under a pensioner's years. Accordiň to the γ6 percentǎe ő the 
respondentsĽ the present monthly own realľincome would be the own state pension 
in the ̋uture. őβ percentǎe would love to provide in a some kind ő ̋orm onto the 
supplement ő own pensionĽ ̋rom amoň these most votes his immovable 
investmentsĽ and the second place ő the supplement took place throǔh ő a 
̋inancial institution. 

The measurement ő the distrust in connection with the pension scheme and the 
̋inancial services showed thatĽ Ő0 out ő 1őř heads distrust̋ul with the system and 
unin̋ormed ̋inanciallyĽ is not con̋ident about the ̋inancial services concerned 
altǒether. Ř out ő 1őř heads con̋ident about the systemĽ in̋ormedĽ is con̋ident 
about ̋inancial services concerned. Into the intermediary ̌roups can be enumerated 
his number 111 heads what are divided mixedĽ concerned between the two extreme 
values ̋ive̋old the di̋̋erence because ő this in the system rather distrust̋ulĽ than 
rather hope̋ul based on the questions. 

We ̌ot an answer to the knowleďe ő the pension product ones in the successors. 
Altǒether βő heads elected that “I do not know an opportunity” at the ̋ irst questionĽ 
but the interviewees βřĽŐ percentǎe takes action some kind ő pension saviň 
productĽ althoǔh β6Ľβ percentǎe just plans it. The most popular ̋orm ő saviň 
was Volunter Saviň SystemĽ that was elected by ββ heads. The in̋erence soundĽ 
that more people know a some kind ő ̋ormĽ but ̋ew people take action private 
saviň product. 

The respondents 61Ľ6 percentǎe would make use ő a ̋inancial adviser in order to 
ask ̋or his council in connection with private saviňs ̋orms and at the time ő the 
strain ő the service the most would ask ̋or competent were the ̋amily and ̋amiliar 
opinion ̋riend or realative. 

Conclusions 

The ̋act is the Huňarian population is decreasiň by the ǎes and the number ő 
elders ǎes people are increasiň. Accordiň to these the active employees are 
̌ettiň into bacǩroundĽ that cause bǐ ̋inancial problems ő the Huňarian pension 
systemĽ which based on the “Pay as you ̌o” system. People should be more 
prepared in sel̋ľcateriň in worldwideĽ because the nations are lack ő the stable 
pension bacǩround. źverybody has to concern the sustainability ő their own 
pension ̋utureĽ and make sure ő a main retirement plan by the years. Anyway the 
̌overnment should be take some serious instructions in the ̋uture to avoid the 
pension chatastrophy and the bankruptcy. 
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Summiň up the ̋ull research as a personal opinionĽ established that the 
sustainability ő the Huňarian pension schemeĽ which it is necessary to remedy in 
the ̋ utureĽ is with a critical situation. Today looks yetĽ but the Huňarian populationĽ 
which the state can take over di̋̋icultly in a present situationĽ may sű̋er ̋rom his 
later disadvantǎes. To the achievement ő the aim and the maintenance ő the liviň 
standard it is necessary to do it and to enquire ̋or all opportunities that the state may 
provide or ourselves inventiveness discover. The ̋acts speak ̋or themselves and 
supportedĽ that not to put ő̋Ľ but to accept necessary. As everythiň is important 
̋or a man the himsel̋ and szerettei his ̋utureĽ some just as important the solution ő 
the crisis ő the system stateĽ and they were elǐible ̋or the later pension his 
̋inanciň.My opinion is thatĽ the population has to recǒnise the problems ő the 
system be̋ore accordiň to and to think overĽ to talk with an expert evenĽ who opens 
the eyes and ̌ives ̋inancial advises ő a retirement plan. A̋ter a ̋ree material 
mařin accumulates a̋ter everyday incomes and expensesĽ then must to provide ̋or 
everybody ownĽ his childrenĽ and ̋rom his relatives' ̋uture. The ̋ormula plainĽ it is 
necessary to do somethiň ̋or the problem. I sǔ̌est it in order ̋or us to be upľtoľ
dateĽ let us orient ourselvesĽ we should ̌rasp the opportunities and plan rěardiň 
the ̋utureĽ that let us create it sa̋ely the later one ő own liviň circumstances. We 
should request the vocational helps and let us not hesitate to act in exchaňe ő the 
sel̋ľcateriň. 

A̋ter all I would like to ̌ratitude to authorsĽ who represented in the below 
re̋erences and my consulĽ dr. László Bujdosó who proposed the publishiň to MźB 
con̋erence. 
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